**LEADING JAPANESE INDIAN ISLAND OF HAWAII**

**WASHINGTON, Nov. 27—While the feeling prevailed that the fourth meeting of U.S.-Japan diplomatic officials held here produced little in the way of a conclusive statement and that the lack of attempt for seeking a possible solution, Ambassador Chi-

Kashima Nomura and special envoy Seiji Kurino, after a talk of all
discussions at the White House with President Roosevelt and State
discussions the Tuesday evening meeting of the Japanese Cabinet, in
time for consideration of U.S.-Japan talks.

It was believed the talks were more a question of agreement than a
derpanded opposition might be attempted. Moreover, President Roosevelt

**Press Control Plan Approved by Cabinet**

**WASHINGTON, Nov. 27—The draft of a government control plan

**Public Statements Regarding Japanese Public Opinion Reactions**

**BY CLARKE KAWASAKI**

**To CLARKE KAWASAKI**

**Mr. Shinjiro Toyama, president of the two Japanese officials, Ambass-
dors Nomura and special envoy Seiji Kurino, after a talk of all
1,000

to the planned $1,000 fine for sending alcoholic beverages. All

**New Anti-Nazi Movement**

**VICHY, Nov. 28—New anti-Nazi
tions, the internationally recognized French government, was

**THE ASHIAI SAHAI DECLAIRED**

**Regrnted forces participating with

**BRITISH TROOPS ARE PRINCIPALLY INDIANS**

**Chicaco (UP)—The army is
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Star-Crossed Heiress

By ELEANOR ELLIOTT CARROLL

In love—two’s company and three’s a crowd—but four! Four’s the makings of a small story!
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LAW LAXING ISLAND OF HAWAII OR HAVING SPECIAL INTEREST TO ITS RESIDENTS

EDITOR’S NOTE: Through the courtesy of Senator Sani Al, the Honolulu Advertiser had the good fortune to secure sheets of all laws passed by the Legislature at the special session. For the information of our readers and the general public, we will publish in this column every day laws which bear directly on the County of Hawaii, or which, in our opinion, may be of special interest to the Big Island residents and citizens.

(Continued from Thursday)

(4) Depository. To make such contracts as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

(5) Accounting forms and practices. To provide such forms and practices as he may deem advisable; to require any person, or other as he may deem advisable.

(6) First aid equipment. To establish and maintain first aid stations where it is necessary to do so, or otherwise as he may deem advisable.

(7) Public shelters. To establish and maintain temporary shelters for the protection of the public health and safety of the populace. To require any person, or otherwise as he may deem advisable.

(8) Apathy in the colleges toward the strategic position for the promotion of education. The Educational Policies Commission believes it. So, too, let the members of the colleges consider the matter of national life as an organized contribution of the needed human element.
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Not to Brooklyn Wives: Don’t Think Your Husband Has Gone Sneaking in His Bag. It’s Just Something the Dog Does.

The Clown Prince of Tennis, Frank Kovacs, says, “Most of the United States pro tennis stars have been made into amateurs or have been offered the chance to become amplitude at the beginning of the season, while the broken little thumb in the New York University seven games played and in each Southwest conference for 1941. The Texas Aggie gives himself a thumb and a broken right little thumb of Illinois will be named. Weeks before a new football coach of Illinois that it will be several weeks before a new football coach of Illinois is available.

B. E. SMEY LOVELL NAMED COACH OF ILLINOIS FOOTBALL

The following year he started the season with Johns­town in the Tri-State league, but ended up with the Chicago Cubs.

HILLY BE AT ESM

The Boys’ Town aggregation’s eastern choice is very much a tossup against Oklahoma before making their selections.

The game was scoreless until the fourth quarter when Duke along with either Texas A & M and Fordham gets the ball. The boys have been going to turn in their jackets so much as to come along, Lt. William Furta­be, chairman of the Eagles’ committee, and the Boys’ Town of­ficials were on Wednesday. The players mentioned above performed for the Cokes and the Coca Cola quintet. Ter­ry Lovell who plays Father Flanagan’s role, was the star forward; Hunter who plays Father Flanagan’s right­wing, was the star fullback. According to an announcement据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据据據据According to an announcement, the Boys’ Town team will be named.
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Fashions Coming Down to Earth?

Just when styles were soaring to new heights, pretty Carol Bruce of the famous Carol Bruce line put them down to earth. Her prettiest hat, a felted wool cap-gar, brought the looks.
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This old destroyer, U.S.S. Reuben James, built in 1920, became first U.S. warship to be sunk by torpedo. It went down west of Iceland and...
決死我憲兵隊の捜査により
重慶暗殺団を捜滅す

オペ

THANKS FOR LUNCH.—Britain's sovereigns, King George and
Queen Elizabeth, shake hands with Prime Minister Winston
Churchill, after having been at his residence at No.
10 Downing Street, London.

MUCH BETTER, THANK YOU.—Paul Ryan was on his way to
Chicago museum, after airplane crash-up, when he was heard to
shout and he was rushed to minor track to hospital. Here his
recuperating. He suffered fractured skull, pulse and arm, pul
varied right leg, ruptured bladder and 10 teeth.

日本婦人ビ題し

定期バス発表

定期バス発表

定期バス発表

定期バス発表

定期バス発表

定期バス発表

定期バス発表

定期バス発表
討覧書文で外海陸誌大米日

日米の主張相容れず

日米会談未だ決裂せず

日本文書に討議案を含む

全面的解交合議する

日米事務長官,官談つ

日米最悪の場合に處し

英軍泰境界に集結

英軍リビア深く誘ひ

海峡で夜の会戦

独伊軍防備

関東按察使

春木喜一

談話で慎重熟議

四旬歳の婦人

英国にて徴用

ロスト国際

南西軍進展

総會談日

布哇毎日